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Abstract

Modified programs are required to be retested to deter-
mine whether changes have been made correctly and to
investigate whether those cause any adverse effect on the
program behavior. Then, the key issue is the extent of the
retesting tasks. To save time and efforts, retesting should be
done on only the parts that might be affected by changes.
Change impact analysis is the activity which identifies the
parts to be retested.

Object-oriented paradigm is based on several concepts
such as encapsulation, inheritance, polymorphism, and dy-
namic binding. Although these features contribute to the
reusability and extensibility of systems, they produce com-
plex dependencies between classes and attributes, which
make it difficult to identify the affected components by
changes.

We propose an approach for analyzing change impact in a
class hierarchy. Our approach is based on the class firewall
method, but aims to reduce the retesting effort significantly
by taking a member function as a test unit. We deal with the
impacts of changes associated with various object-oriented
features as well as types of changes which can occur at the
level of a data member, a member function, a class, and an
inheritance relation.

1. Introduction

Although a program was thoroughly tested during its de-
velopment phases, when it is modified, it must be retested to
determine whether changes have been made correctly and
to investigate whether those will cause any adverse effect
on the program behavior. Retesting has to address four
fundamental problems: (1) how to identify the components
affected by the changes (change impact analysis), (2) which
strategy should be taken to retest modified components, (3)
what are the coverage criteria for retesting these compo-
nents, and (4) how to select, reuse, modify the existing test

cases and generate new ones[1]. To save time and efforts,
retesting should be done only on those parts that might be
affected by changes, and change impact analysis serves that
purpose.

Object-oriented paradigm introduces concepts such as
encapsulation, inheritance, polymorphism, and dynamic
binding. Such features frequently lead to more complex
dependencies between classes and attributes, which make
it much more difficult to identify the components to be af-
fected by the changes. Since encapsulation encourages an
intended functionality to be achieved by invoking several
member functions from some classes, changes to a class
may affect many classes. Inheritance implies that a class
can reuse the data members and member functions of an-
other class. Therefore, new dependencies are created be-
tween two classes and changes to a class may affect other
classes which are related to it. Polymorphism allows many
different implementations of the same specification. Dy-
namic binding allows the decision on implementation to be
delayed until run-time, thus static resolution of messages
between objects[4] is not allowed.

Many change impact analysis approaches for object-
oriented software have been reported. Some approaches
treat a class as a unit of retesting and identify classes which
are affected by the changed class[1, 8, 10]. These ap-
proaches are straightforward but inefficient since they can
include parts which do not need to be retested[9]. Other
approaches take a statement as a test unit [6, 7], which can
reduce the retesting efforts, but require a complicated task
of construction of a program dependency graph or program
slicing. There exist approaches which regard a member
function as a test unit [2, 11]. However, those approaches
either deal with the limited types of changes or retest more
parts than necessary.

We propose an improved approach for analyzing change
impact in a class hierarchy. Our approach is based on the
class firewall method [1], but aims to reduce the retesting
efforts significantly by taking a member function as a test
unit. We first define base cases in order to deal with the



impacts of changes associated with various object-oriented
features such as inheritance, dynamic binding, and encap-
sulation and devise a method firewall corresponding to each
base case. We then classify the types of changes which can
occur at the level of a data member, a member function, a
class, and an inheritance relation and construct a firewall
for each type using those base cases. Dependency relations
between the members of classes are illustrated in a member
dependency graph(MDG). The MDG is an extended version
of a class graph which was proposed by Harrold to guide
intra-class testing[3]. Since our approach covers more of
the object-oriented features and investigate the various lev-
els of changes, it can more precisely identify the parts to be
affected by the changes than the previous firewall methods.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. The next
section discusses on the base cases which deal with the im-
pacts of changes associated with the various object-oriented
features and the construction of a method firewall for each
case. Section 3 describes how to construct firewalls using
these base cases for the types of changes which are antic-
ipated to occur to members in a class hierarchy. Section
4 explains how our method can be employed in a practical
situation using an example. Finally, Section 5 presents a
conclusion and a suggestion for future works.

2. Impacts of Object-Oriented Features

To identify the impacts due to changes, testers need in-
formation on dependency relationships among program el-
ements. We introduce a member dependency graph(MDG)
to represent dependency relationships among the members
of classes.

Member dependency can be divided into control depen-
dency and data dependency. Assuming that only member
functions define or use the value of data members, we de-
fine a member function m as a definition method for a data
member d if m defines the value of d, and as a use method
for d ifm uses the value of d. For simplicity, we assume that
member functions do not return value and parameters, al-
though it is possible to deal with return value and parameters
by considering data dependency according to those between
the caller method and the calling method.

Inheritance is considered an incremental modification
technique that transforms a parent classP with a modifierM
into a resulting class R. The modifier’s members are clas-
sified as new(defined in M but not in P ), redefined(defined
in both P and M ), virtual-new(virtual new member), and
virtual-redefined(virtual redefined member)[3]. Virtual-
redefined member functions which have the same name and
signature in a class hierarchy are assumed to have the same
specification.

Definition 2.1 A member M is said to have a member de-
pendency on a member N if one of the following cases
holds:

� A member function M invokes a member function N .

� A member functionM is a use method of a data member
N .

� A member function N is a definition method of a data
member M .

Harrold and McGregor proposed a class graph where
each node represents either a member function in the class
or a primitive data member, and each edge represents a
message[3]. Our MDG extends the class graph by adding
nodes to represent a class and virtual/non-virtual member
functions and edges to represent inheritance relations, con-
trol dependency, data definition, and use dependency.

Definition 2.2 An MDG is a directed graph G = (N;E)
for a class hierarchy, where a set of nodes N and a set of
edges E are defined as follows:

� N = Nc [ Nvm [ Nnvm [ Nd, where Nc is a set
of classes, Nvm is a set of virtual member functions,
Nnvm is a set of non-virtual member functions, andNd

is a set of data members.

� E = Eic [ Ec [ Edd [ Eud, where Eic represents
inheritance relations between classes, Ec represents
control dependency between member functions, Edd

represents data definition dependency between member
functions and data members, and Eud represents data
use dependency between data members and member
functions.

Figure 1 shows an example of an MDG for a base class
Base and its derived class Derived. A class Base has
a data member d1, non-virtual member functions m1 and
m2, and a virtual member function m3 as shown in Figure
1(a). A class Derived has members m2, m3 and d2 as
shown in Figure 1(b). Base:m1 invokes both Base.m3 and
Derived.m3 due to dynamic binding. Base.m2 is a definition
and use method for a data member d1.

We define base cases in order to deal with changes asso-
ciated with various object-oriented features and construct a
method firewall corresponding to each case. A unit firewall
FU is the parts which require unit testing and an integration
firewall FI is the parts which require integration testing. A
firewall F is composed of FU and FI .

2.1. Change to the scope

The scope of a member function is a set of members
which it invokes, defines or uses. Modification of a member
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              int d1;
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                int d2;  
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           virtual m3() { };

};

(c) member dependency graph for classes Base amd Derived

(a) code for class Base (b) code for class Derived

Figure 1. Member Dependency Graph

may alter the scope of member functions which it interacts
with. In other words, the set of members which it invokes,
defines or uses before modification may be different from
that after modification. A typical case is when a redefined
member is either added or deleted.

Figure 2(a) shows a case of a change to the scope due to
addition of a redefined member. When a member function
m3 is added to the class Derived, the scope of Derived.m2
is changed from Base.m3 to Derived.m3. The added mem-
ber function m3 must be tested since it is a new member
function and member functions which call it directly or
indirectly, call(m3), must be retested since these may be
affected by the member function m3. The unit firewall FU
includes these member functions. The integration firewall,
FI , includes new and interactions among member functions,
interaction(m3 [ call(m3)). The shaded parts denote the
firewall. Figure 2(b) illustrates the case of a change to the
scope due to deletion of a redefined member. The firewall is
the same for both cases. When a redefined data member is
added or deleted, a new interaction such as a new definition
or use dependency needs to be introduced and the firewall
is similar to the cases of addition or deletion of the member
function.

2.2. Changes related to dynamic binding

Modification of member functions may introduce new
types of interactions due to inheritance and dynamic bind-
ing: a derived class can substitute its base class by inheri-
tance, and dynamic binding delays message binding to target
objects until run-time.

Figure 3(a) shows a case in which invocation to a virtual
member function m3 is added to a member function m1.
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Figure 3. The effect of dynamic binding ac-
cording to modification

Then both Base.m3 and Derived.m3 have new interactions
with m1. The unit firewall includes changed member func-
tion m1 and call(m1), and the integration firewall includes
new and interaction(m1 [ call(m1)). Figure 3(b) describes
a case in which an implicit interaction is created by an ex-
isting interaction when a virtual redefined member function
Derived.m3 is added. The firewall includes the added mem-
ber function Derived.m3 and a new interaction. Base.m1 is
unchanged because Base.m3 and Derived.m3 have the same
specification. Also since virtuality of a base class’ member
function is inherited into its derived class’ redefined member
function, a new interaction can be created(see Figure 3(c)).
Figure 3(d) describes a case in which new interactions are
created by changing a member function’s interfaces(e.g., its
parameters) in a base or derived class. In both Figure 3(c)
and (d), the firewall includes changed member functions and
new interactions.
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2.3. Changes to data definition/use

Classes exhibit a state-dependent behavior as opposed to
most traditional approaches which are based on control flow
models. Thus, changes to a data member may have impacts
on several member functions. Only changes to definition
or use of a data member are considered here. To provide a
way to identify impacts which are based directly on these
changes, we use the changed definition-use pairs.

Definition 2.3 A pair of a definition method m1 and a use
method m2 for a data member d1 is a changed definition-use
pair for d1 if m1 modifies the definition of d1 or m2 modifies
the use of d1.

Figure 4(a) shows a case in which d1’s definition is modified
in a definition method Base.m1. Since changed definition
for a data member may cause conflicting assumptions about
it[5], those definition methods must be carefully retested.
The unit firewall includes the changed member function
Base.m1. The integration firewall includes the changed
definition-use pairs (Base.m1, Base.m3) and (Base.m1, De-
rived.m1) and definition methods Base.m1, Base.m2, and
Derived.m2 to test conflicts among them. Figure 4(b) de-
scribes a case in which d1’s use method Base.m3 modifies
use of d1. Then, changed member function Base.m3 and
changed definition-use pairs (Base.m1, Base.m3), (Base.m2,
Base.m3), and (Derived.m2, Base.m3) are included into the
firewall. A method firewall to each base case is summarized
in Table 1.

Table 1. A method firewall corresponding to
each base case

Cases
Method firewall

unit firewall integration firewall

case 1 mi and new and
case 3 call(mi) interaction(mi [ call(mi))
case 2 call(mi) interaction(call(mi))
case 4
case 5 mi new
case 6

changed definition-use pairs and
case 7 mi definition methods of

changed data member
case 8 mi changed definition-use pairs

3. Impact Analysis According to the Types of
Changes

In this section, impacts of changes to member functions,
data members, classes, and inheritance relations in a class
hierarchy are to be analyzed. We classify types of changes
which may occur at each level of changes and construct
a firewall corresponding to each type using the base cases
previously developed. Algorithms for constructing firewalls
for those types of change are collected in Appendix A.

3.1. Change to a member function

The types of changes that may occur to a member function
are addition of a new member function,deletion of a member
function, changes to virtuality and visibility, and changes to
interfaces and implementation.

Addition of a member function

When a new member function is added to a class, other
member functions may not modified in order to use it. An
added member function may be a definition or use method of
a data member and may invoke a non-virtual/virtual mem-
ber function or a redefined/virtual-redefined member func-
tion. A firewall can be constructed by using Algorithm 3.1.
F (A;B; case k) or F (C; case k) denotes that the firewall
construction method for the base case k is applied to mem-
bers A and B, or a member C.

Algorithm 3.1 (Firewall for addition of a member function)

1. Let an added member function be mi.
Then, F = F [mi.
If mi is

(a) a definition method of a data member dj ,
then F = F [ F (mi; dj ; case 7)



(b) a use method of dj ,
then F = F [ F (mi; dj ; case 8)

(c) a redefined/virtual-redefined member function,
then F = F [ F (mi; case 1)

(d) a virtual-redefined member function,
then F = F [ F (mi; case 4)

2. If mi invokes

(a) a non-virtual member function mj ,
then F = F [ interaction(mi; mj)

(b) a virtual member function mj ,
then F = F [ F (mi; mj ; case 3)

Deletion of a member function

If a member function is deleted, member functions which
invoke it must be retested since it is possible that their be-
havior may be changed. In some cases, their codes may
have to be changed in order to remove invocations to the
deleted member function. In other cases, new interactions
may be introduced as a result of it as in the base case 2.
These member functions require both unit and integration
retesting. Algorithm A.1 in Appendix A is to be used for
constructing a firewall for this case.

Change to visibility

A derived class can inherit only public and protected
members of its base class. When a base class’ public or pro-
tected member is changed into private, its derived class’
member functions which reference the changed member
must be changed since they can no longer use it. In this
case, the original change and additional changes caused by
it can be treated as a single change. These member func-
tions need not only the unit retesting but also the integration
retesting.

Change to virtuality

Change of a virtual member function into a non-virtual
member function does not affect any other parts. But the
change of a non-virtual member function into a virtual mem-
ber function may have the same impacts on other parts as in
the base case 5.

Change to interfaces

If a member function’s interface is changed, member
functions which invoke it must be changed accordingly and
interactions among them need to be retested in order to
verify the correctness of the modification. In this case, new
interactions to virtual member functions may be created as
in the base case 6 and these interactions must be retested.

Change to implementation

The change to a member function’s implementation may
lead to the change of its specification, which affects its

control-dependent parts. These parts need to be retested.
Its change may affect a definition or use for a data member
which it references. Therefore, changed definition-use pairs
must be included into the firewall as in the base cases 7 and
8.

3.2. Change to a data member

The changes which may occur to a data member include
addition, deletion of a data member, and change to a data
type. Since we regard the change to a data value as the
change to its definition or use method, it is treated the same
as the change to a member function.

Addition of a data member

We also assume that when a new data member is added to
a class, other member functions may not be modified in order
to use it. Nevertheless, it may be referenced by member
functions if it is a redefined member as in the base case
1. These member functions are definition or use methods.
Therefore, the changed definition-use pairs to the added data
must be tested.

Algorithm 3.2 (Firewall for addition of a data member)

If the added data member di is a redefined member, then

(a) For any definition method mi in F (di; case 1),
F = F [ F (mi; di; case 7)

(b) For any use method mj in F (di; case 1),
F = F [ F (mj; di; case 8)

Deletion of a data member

When a data member is deleted, member functions which
reference it may or may not be changed. In a case in which
these member functions are not changed, new definition or
use dependency can occur as in the base case 2. These
definition-use pairs must be tested.

Change to a data type

Since the change to a data type may affect its definition
and use methods which reference it, integration retesting
of any definition-use pairs among these member functions
must be conducted.

3.3. Change to a class

Changes associated with a class are two types: addition
of a new class and deletion of an existing class. We assume
that such changes do not have an influence on the inheritance
relations. For example, if a programmer wants to add a
derived class Derived to a class Base, two changes should
be made: first Derived is added and then the inheritance
relation between them is added.



Addition of a class

Addition of a new class implies that new members are
added to an empty class. Therefore, the firewall can be
constructed by using Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2. New members
can redefine extern functions or data as well as members of
other classes.

Algorithm 3.3 (Firewall for addition of a class)

Let an added class be ci. Then,

(a) For each member function mi of ci, apply Algorithm
3.1.

(b) For each data member di of ci, apply Algorithm 3.2.

Deletion of a class

Deletion of a class means that all members in that class
are deleted. Algorithms A.1 and A.6 are used to construct
the firewall for this case.

3.4. Change to an inheritance relation

A change to an inheritance relation includes addition and
deletion of a relation between two existing classes.

Addition of an inheritance relation

If an inheritance relation between classes ci and cj is
added, then interactions which are similar to the case of ad-
dition of a member can occur: cj’s member functions whose
scopes are changed from extern into ci can be definition or
use methods of ci’s data members, or can invoke its mem-
ber functions. Also, ci’s member functions which invoke
virtual member functions can invoke cj’s virtual-redefined
member functions.

Algorithm 3.4 (Firewall for addition of an inheritance re-
lation)

If an inheritance relation is added between ci and cj , then

(a) If mj 2 cj is a definition method of di 2 ci,
then F = F [ F (mj ; di; case 7)

(b) If mj is a use method of di,
then F = F [ F (mj ; di; case 8)

(c) If mj is a virtual-redefined member function,
then F = F [ F (mj ; case 4)

(d) If mi 2 ci is a redefined member function,
then F = F [ F (mi; case 1)

Deletion of an inheritance relation

If an existing inheritance relation between classes ci and
cj is deleted, cj’s members which reference ci’s protected
members can no longer access them. These members must
be changed and retested.

4. An Example

To explain how the proposed method of change impact
analysis can be applied, we use a simplified version of a
C++ class hierarchy in InterViews. Our class hierarchy is
composed of three classes Resource, Glyph, and Box. We
will demonstrate how effectively MDGs show the impacts of
various types of changes made to those classes and identify
the firewalls needed to be constructed.

Figure 5 describes how modification of the MDG pro-
ceeds as the changes are made. As the first change, a mem-
ber function append is deleted from a class Box. Retesting
is not needed in this case (see Figures 5(a) 5(b)). A series
of changes are made next: a member function cleanup is
added to a class Resource; a member function unref which
invokes a member function cleanup is changed into virtual;
a member function unref deferred which invokes a member
function cleanup is added to use a data member refcount;
member functions undraw and modified are added to classes
Glyph and Box, respectively. The MDG is changed as shown
in Figure 5(c) and the shaded parts mark the firewall to be
constructed.

When the inheritance relation between classes Glyph and
Box is deleted, a member function Box can no longer invoke
a member function Glyph since it is a protected member.
Therefore, a member function print is changed so as not
to invoke member functions of a class Box. Next, a new
class PolyGlyph is added: member functions remove and
append invoke member functions unref deferred and ref(...)
of a class Resource. Figure 5(d) illustrates MDG and the
firewall after these changes are made.

Finally, inheritance relations between classes Glyph and
PolyGlyph and between classes PolyGlyph and Box are
added. Then, virtual invocations from member func-
tions Glyph.move to PolyGlyph.append and from PolyG-
lyph.remove to Box.modified are added because of dynamic
binding. Figure 5(e) shows the final MDG and the firewall
corresponding to these changes.

In the above example, the firewall for the first change
shows that retesting of the changed class is not always nec-
essary. The result of the second change shows that the
changed base class may affect only some member functions
of its derived classes or may not affect at all. Therefore, the
impact analysis according to the classification of changes
may reduce the retesting efforts. Our method takes the
changes to inheritance relations into consideration as can be
seen in Figure 5(e).

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we described an approach to construction
of a method firewall as a change impact analysis mechanism
for a class hierarchy. Our approach takes a member function
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Figure 5. An example of firewall construction for changes to the hierarchy of a class Resource

as a test unit in order to reduce the retesting effort. It deals
with the impacts of changes associated with various object-
oriented features such as inheritance, encapsulation, and
dynamic binding and considers various types of changes
which can occur at the level of a data member, a member
function, a class, and an inheritance relation. Since our
approach covers more of the object-oriented features and
investigates various levels of changes, it can more precisely
identify the portions to be affected by the changes than the
existing other firewall methods.

Our approach considers only a class hierarchy, but it can
be easily adapted to programs with aggregation and associa-
tion relations because the consideration to these relations is
similar to that to inheritance. Since change impact analysis
is very complex activity which needs dependency analysis,
we need to develop a tool which supports our approach au-
tomatically. Also, to retest efficiently real object-oriented
programs, the consideration to test strategy and reuse of test
data also remains as further research.
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Appendix

A Firewall Construction Algorithm to the
Types of Changes

Algorithm A.1 (Firewall for a member function deletion)

1. If the type of a deleted member function mi is
redefined/virtual-redefined, then F = F [ F (mi; case 2)

2. If mi was invoked by any member function,
then F = F [ call(mi) [ interaction(call(mi))

Algorithm A.2 (Firewall for the change to visibility)

Let a base class is ci and its derived class is cj . If a public
or protected method mi 2 ci is changed into private and a
member function mj 2 cj invokes mi, then

F = F[mj[call(mj)[interaction(mj[call(mj))

Algorithm A.3 (Firewall for the change to virtuality)

If a non-virtual member function mi is changed into virtual,
then F = F [ F (mi; case 5)

Algorithm A.4 (Firewall for the change to interfaces)

If a member function mi’s interface is changed, then
F = F [ mi [ call(mi) [ interaction(call(mi)[

mi) [ F (mi; case 6)

Algorithm A.5 (Firewall for the change to implementation)

1. If a member function mi’s implementation is changed, then

(a) If its specification is changed, then
F = F[mi[call(mi)[interaction(call(mi)[

mi)[ new

(b) otherwise, F = F [mi

2. If mi is a definition method of a data member dj ,
then F = F [ F (mi; dj ; case 7)

3. Ifmi is a use method of dj , thenF = F[F (mi; dj ; case 8)

Algorithm A.6 (Firewall for a data deletion)

If a deleted data member di is a redefined member, then

(a) For a definition method mi, in F (di; case 2),
F = F [ F (mi; di; case 7)

(b) For a use method mj , in F (di; case 2),
F = F [ F (mj; di; case 8)

Algorithm A.7 (Firewall for the change of data type)

If the type of a data member di is changed, then,

(a) If mi is a definition method of di,
then F = F [ F (mi; di; case 7)

(b) If mj is a use method of di,
then F = F [ F (mj ; di; case 8)

Algorithm A.8 (Firewall for a class deletion)

Let a deleted class is ci. Then,

(a) For each method mi of ci, apply Algorithm A.1.

(b) For each data member di of ci, apply Algorithm A.6.

Algorithm A.9 (Firewall for an inheritance deletion)

If an inheritance relation between ci and cj is deleted, then

If mj 2 cj references a protected member mi(di) 2
ci, then

F = F [ mj [ call(mj) [ interaction(mj[

call(mj))


